
QUOTIENT UNIFORMITIES1

C. J. HIMMELBERG2

1. Introduction. Let / be a function from a set X onto a set Y,

let 11 be a uniformity for X, and let /: XXX-^YX Y be defined by

f(x, y) = (f(x), f(y)) for (x, y)GAXA. In this note we determine

necessary and sufficient conditions that /(ll) be a uniformity, and

point out that, if /(It) is a uniformity, it is the quotient uniformity

for F relative to /. Then we obtain a theorem relating the quotient

topology and the quotient uniformity on F relative to/. In [2] these

results will be applied to determine necessary and sufficient conditions

that a decomposition of a pseudo-metrizable space be pseudo-

metrizable.

Throughout the paper, /, X, Y will be as above. If xGA", let P[x]

be the set of all zEX such that/(z) =/(x). Otherwise, whatever nota-

tion or terminology is not defined in this paper is as in [3]. In particu-

lar, we do not require that uniformities be separated.

2. Quotient uniformities. If X and F are topological spaces and /

is continuous, we call/a map. If Fhas the quotient topology relative

to/, we call / a quotient map. Equivalently, the terms identification

topology and quasi-compact map are often used. The quotient

topology on F is the largest topology which makes/ continuous; it is

the unique topology on F such that for each topological space Z

and each function g: Y-^Z, g is continuous if and only if go/ is

continuous. Accordingly, given a uniformity It for X, we are inclined

to use one or the other of the following conditions as the definition

of the quotient uniformity V for F relative to /.

(A) V is the largest uniformity for F which makes / uniformly

continuous.

(B) V is a uniformity for Y such that for each uniform space Z

and each function g: Y-^>Z, g is uniformly continuous if and only if

g 0/ is uniformly continuous.

It is easy to see that in each of (A), (B), V is unique, if it exists.

There is, in fact, a V which satisfies both of (A) and (B). For let Vi

be the family of all sets FC FX F such that V contains the diagonal

of FX Fand /-^FjGll. Then let V consist of all those sets F0 con-
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tained in YX Y for which there exist sets V„ satisfying F„Gl5i and

Vn o V„EVn~i ior raS; 1. It is easy to verify that 15 is the largest uni-

formity making / uniformly continuous, and hence that 15 satisfies

(A). Now give F the uniformity 15 and consider g: Y^>Z where Z

has uniformity W. If g is uniformly continuous, then, trivially, so is

g of. Conversely, if g of is uniformly continuous, consider JFoGW;

there exist IF„GW such that Wn o WnEWn-i for ra^l. Then, since

Z"1 o gr1[Wn]Ec\L, we have g~1[Wn]EVi for each ra^l; and, since

g-l[W„]og-1[Wn]Eg-1[Wn-i] for each ra^l, it follows that

^[iFojGTJ and that g is uniformly continuous. We call the unique

15 which satisfies (A) and (or) (B) the quotient uniformity for Y rela-

tive to /, Fa quotient uniform space relative to /, and / a uniform

quotient map. (See also [l, p. 150].)

The following theorem is concerned with the possibility that

/[ll] ={/[£/] | C/Glt}   be   a   uniformity.

Theorem 1. Let 11 be a uniformity for X, and let A be the diagonal of

YXY. Then

ia) If /[ll] is a uniformity, then (B) is true when 15=/[ll]. 7ra

particular, /[ll] is then the quotient uniformity for Y relative to f.

(b) /[ll] lacks at most the "triangle axiom" to be a uniformity for Y.

That is, /[ll] is a uniformity if for each FGH there exists PGH such

that f[U] o f[U]Ef[V].
(c) A necessary and sufficient condition for /[ll] to be a uniformity

is that for each FGH there exists PGH such that Po/_1[A] o U

C/-'o/[F].

(d) If 11 is defined by a single pseudo-metric d, then a necessary and

sufficient condition for /[ll] to be a uniformity is that for each e>0

there exists 5>0 such that

dix, R[z]) < S, d(y, R[z]) < 8, x, y, z E X imply <Z(F[x], R[y]) < e.

Here, and throughout this paper, the same symbol is used to denote

the distance between sets or between a point and a set that is used

to denote the distance between points.

Proof, (a) and (b) are trivial. To prove (d), first observe that

/-1 o /[F]=/-1[^] o Fo/_1[A] for any V and then verify in a

straightforward manner that the condition in (d) is equivalent to the

condition in (c) when 11 is defined by d. It remains to prove (c).

So suppose that /[ll] is a uniformity and let FGH- Then there exists

PG11 such that f[U] o f[U]Ef[V]. It follows that Po/-'[A] o U
C/_1o/[F]. For let (ra, v)EU o f~l[A] o U. Then there exists

(x, y)Ef~l[A] such that iu, x) and (y, v) are in U. Since/(x) =/(y),

we have (/(ra), f(x))G/[P],  (f(x), M)Ef[U], and /(«, v)Ef[U]
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o/[P]C/[F]. Thus the condition in (c) is necessary. To show that

it is sufficient we need only verify the "triangle axiom" for /[ll]. Let

FGH and let U be as in the condition of (c). Then f[U] o/[P]

C/[F]. For let (u, v)Ef[U] o/[P], and let z be such that (u, z) and

(z, v) are in f[U]. Choose ui, Zi, z2, vi such that

(uhzi)EU,        (f(ui),f(zi)) = (u,z),

(z2,vi)EU,       (f(z2),f(vi)) = (z,v).

It follows that

(mi, vi) EUo /-![A] o U E f-1 o f[v],

and

(U, V)   =  /(«i, Vi)  E f[V].

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

If 11 is a uniformity for X, it is not necessarily true that /[ll] is a

uniformity for F. For example, let/be the map from the unit interval

onto the unit circle defined by/(x) =e2Tix, for O^x^ 1. / is a uniform

quotient map, and in fact the uniformity of the circle satisfies condi-

tion (B). However, it is easy to prove that the condition in (d) of

Theorem 1 is not satisfied for any metric compatible with the uni-

formity of the interval. In the general case, the quotient uniformity

for F is the image of a uniformity for X smaller than the original one.

In fact, if 11, V are uniformities for X, Y, respectively, making/ a

uniform quotient map, then the uniformity %v for X with /-1[t>]

= {/-'[FJI VE^} as base is smaller than 11 and f[v?]=V.
The next theorem relates quotient topologies and quotient uni-

formities (unfortunately, in a very special case).

Theorem 2. Let 11 be a uniformity for X such that /[ll] is a uni-

formity for Y, give X the topology of 11, awd suppose that /-1ly] is

compact for each yEY. Then the quotient topology on Y relative to f is

the topology of the quotient uniformity /[ll].

Proof. Let G be an open set in the quotient topology on Y, and let

yEG. Since f~1[G] is a neighborhood of the compact set/~'[y], there

exists PGll such that U^bUCf-^G]. It follows that/[P] [y]EG.
For let zEf[U][y}. Then (y, z)G/[P], say (y, z) = (f(u), f(v)), with

(u, v)EU. Thus KGPMCP[/-I[y]]C/-1[G], and z=f(v)EG. We
have shown that G is a neighborhood of y in the topology of /[ll],

and hence that the quotient topology is smaller than the topology

of the quotient uniformity /[ll]. Since the quotient topology is the

largest topology making / continuous, the theorem follows.
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In the previous theorem we may replace the assumption that each

/_1(y) be compact with the assumption that, for each member G oi

some base for the quotient topology on F and for each yEG, there

exists PG11 such that Pl/^LyJJC/-1^]- However, the heavy re-
strictions on 11 seem unavoidable. For let X be the subset of the plane

consisting of points fl = (0, 0), b = (0, 1), and segments CH joining

(1/ra, 0) to (1/ra, 1) for ra = l, 2, • • • ; let F consist of a, b, and the

points a„ = (1/ra, 0) for ra = l, 2, • • • ; and define/: X—>F by/(a) =o,

fib)=b, f[Cn]=an ior ra = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Give X the uniformity and

topology induced by the usual plane metric; then/~'(y) is compact

for all yE Y. If 15 is the quotient uniformity on F (or any uniformity

which makes/ uniformly continuous), then (a, o)Gfil3, and so in

the induced topology a, b have the same neighborhoods. But, in the

quotient topology on Y, Y— [b] is a neighborhood of a and not of b.
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